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Choosing a medical school is not only a personal choice but is a decision that affects the people around you. It
would be wise to examine your current relationships and see how moving away or staying will affect them.
After all, a happy personal life will be important for your well being and happiness in medical school.
Choosing which medical school to apply to is a decision that should not be taken lightly. It is important that you
do your homework and consider carefully the many factors that differ between each institution.
What A-Levels do you need to be a doctor? Below we’ve compiled a table of UK universities’ A-Level
requirements. As you can see below, most schools require Chemistry and Biology, as well as one other science
or subject of your choice.
Today, we're going to cover how to get into medical school. When you're studying for the MCAT, trying to ace
every exam, and squeezing every last second into volunteering, you don't have much time left to search for
answers in message boards and compare conflicting advice from anonymous strangers.
Most AMCAS-participating medical schools participate in the AAMC-facilitated Criminal Background Check
Service, conducted to help medical schools assess your ability to become a licensed physician in the future.
Medical schools not participating may require applicants to undergo a separate background check process.
As you navigate the application process, you might start wondering how medical schools evaluate your
application. Many medical schools use holistic review and to help define holistic review further, they use 15
Core Competencies as a tool to evaluate you and your application.
I feel like education quality is hard to parce out. Pretty much every us school has the same pass rate on their
boards (>95% if I recall correctly), and speciality choices is tough to use as an indicator because it's much more
a function of people's preferences.
So, you decided to go to medical school. Congratulations! Work hard and stay humble, and you will become an
excellent physician. While I am no expert at medical school or being a doctor just yet, I AM a seasoned third
year medical student, and I have discovered there are some "must haves" for medical students.
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